
Eye Level Board Meeting June 7, 1983

Present: John Murchie, John Greer, David Craig, Michael Fernandes, 
Ron Shuebrook, Stephen Horne, Gemey Kelly

1. Renovations
David described several possible plans for altering the gallery 
space to provide storage space, archival space, and a better 
meeting area in the gallery. After discussion of several ideas, 
it was agreed to try the fastest and least expensive at first, 
and any changes could be made later if needed. Ron Shuebrook 
moved that we use the present office area as an exhibition 
space, and convert the small gallery (north) into an office, 
with the second small gallery as a flexible gallery/storage 
space, and that the central "hall" area in the middle be a 
lounge area. Seconded by John Greer. All in favour.

David Craig announced that the NEED grant did not come through.

2. Eye Level Gallery archives
John Murchie said he would contact the Dalhousie Library 
School to see about getting a library student to work on the 
Eye Level archives.
Ron asked about the possibility of giving the archives to the 
Public Archives of Nova Scotia.
John Murchie said he could support that idea.
It was agreed that if a library student from Dalhousie was 
not available, we could use some of the present surplus funds 
to hire someone to work on the archives.

Re: getting Eye Level Gallery publications out: David said that 
Artexte is taking our publications. Ron offered to write letters 
to various places like bookstores, etc. about receiving our 
publications.

3. Equipment
David reported that Eye Level can buy a Sony video tape player 
from the art college for approx. $300, and that he would have 
a Sony dealer look at it to estimate the cost of cleaning it, etc. 
Ue could also rent a TV for $3.50 a week. Ron moved that David 
explore the possibility of obtaining the college's video tape 
player to a maximun of $700, including the cost of cleaning. 
Seconded by Stephen. All in favour.
Furniture: David suggested we buy some Ikea chairs for the gallery 
lounge and meeting area. It was agreed that Eye Level should 
purchase this furniture, to a maximum of $500.

4. Surplus funds
David suggested we use some of the rest of the surplus money for 
the following:
join CCA



subscribe to some art publications
paint
lights
produce a promotional brochure on the gallery and send them everywhere 
do our 82/83 audit 
f i lm
John Greer asked if we photograph Eye Level installations
David said he could do that, and have the film sent out to be processed.

5. Fall schedule 
Locations
David said Eye Level has received several interested inquiries.

David reported that Ian Murray is confirmed in the Sept. 13 to 
Oct. 1 space, with Locations.

6. Hew members
Michael agreed to formally notify the 4 newly elected Board members 
of their election to the Board.
Wilma Needham was mentioned as interested in contributing to the 
gallery.
some discussion followed about new board members, and about using 
people with different kinds of experience for special projects, 
without necessarily putting them on the board. Wilma might be 
approached in this spirit.

Misc.
In 1984, Eye Level celebrates its 10th anniversary. Marina is 
interested in writing a history of the gallery. It was agreed 
to pursue this.

It was reported that the following exhibitions are confirmed:
Joyan Saunders, Christine Ross Hopper, Moy Mah and Gerry Collins. 
Three dates are open in the fall schedule, plus the seminar and panel 
in December.
Chris Woods has been confirmed for December.
It was agreed to see about sponsoring an Open House at the Other 
Space. Michael, David and Ron will go to the space and see about 
setting that up. We would not pay the artists at the Other Space 
any artist's fees, but we could provide a poster.

Chores to be done
update and extend mailing list. David suggested using a Word 
Processor for the Eye Level list which would also generate labels.

Collections Box- John Greer agreed to think about creating an Eye 
Level Donations Box.

It was agreed to have a program meeting on June 14.
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